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About This Game

Lament, an NES styled Action-Platformer about a wolf with a buster sword!

Inspired mostly by Castlevania and Ninja Gaiden on the NES. Swing your way through countless enemies
and try to restore the cursed sword to its former glory!
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This game does not feature KB+M support. All controls are static and cannot be changed, and all button prompts are for a
controller. The gameplay isnt terrible, and the music is awesome. I have to give this game a thumbs down because without a
controller it is not enjoyable to play KB controls are not intuitive. If these get fixed I may come back an update my review..
Seems fun; good potential; still in early stage. Long loading screens and no one to play with. Hoping for someone to join.. i'm
taking a break, i just punched my wall

pro tip to do not get hurt :
https://steamuserimages-a.akamaihd.net/ugc/954092073238803582/50412ABB5197E44A6F0085CD9459802842CF11CE/

EDIT: I changed my review, because creed is dead, its hard to find a player to play against.. I was sold on the concept alone: big
robot arm buddy. I didn't know I'd be in for some tough-as-nails platforming. Still, I'm 3\/4 of the way through and can highly
recommend this to anyone looking for a challenge with equal parts puzzle and reflexes, precision and action.. The atmosphere is
unnerving as you walk through the halls of the mansion. The game got my heart racing! The game had original monsters, and
each monster is unique. Its a good horror game when you're bored, but I dont think you would want to continue after your first
five monsters!. Never before have so many scary monsters been assembled into one video game. So many unity assets compiled
to send you into a world of terror!

My character was so scared he even ran out of the level multiple times!

A+ NEVER PLAY AGAIN. I really bought this game just for a joke but hadn't realized just how bad it was going to be. The
first level actually sucked me in because it looked to be a nifty little bullet hell game, but once I cleared the first level I realized
that there wasn't any actual difficulty curve, it just kept compiling more and more stuff until it wasn't a challenge, but an
annoyance.

The music consists of exactly one track that's... Meh? In quality. Could be better. It isn't a bad sounding piece, just gets boring
after hearing it multiple times.

The art also is just... Really average. Honestly, you'd find better browsing google images with safe search turned on.. i think i am
the only one who bought this game. I don't skate irl but have grown up playing all the Tony Hawk\/Skate games, this coupled
with old THPS soundtracks and cant help but reminisce. Skater XL plays a bit more like Skate (in a good way). Can be kind of
buggy as you sometimes fall without doing anything, but most of the time works fine. Being early access though I figured there
would be more issues. I'm just relieved we finally have a company working on a modern skating game. Skater XL shows such
promise and I hope when its "live" we get some detailed customization options and a chance to play online with at least a couple
friends. Would also be nice to have different camera angles and a record option to show off tricks. Regardless of its issues, I'm
stoked to see what Easy Day Studios brings us!. Disclaimer: have had this for a while, but haven't played it much as it can get
really frustrating, but that's my fault, not the game's. Really well put together, simple(ish) stage-based game, but awfully
difficult for plebs like myself that can rage against the machine (see what i did there?). All in all, worth the price you pay, be it
on sale or not. Very simplistic ui, puzzlers will find it engaging and slightly addictive, but only if you crave a good challenge and
want a sense of accomplishment if and when you complete a stage.
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Besides the odd bit of meat vanishing, this game is great. The creator\/developer of this game is quick to fix bugs and crashes,
and is very helpful.. I just played Turba for 15 minutes, to get the Summer achievement that was added to it.

Afterward when I got up from my chair, I stubbed my toe very hard, fell and bashed my arm on a bookcase as I tried to catch
my fall, scraped my leg rather painfully, and finally broke my fall by smashing my hand against the sharp corner of a wooden
box. My arm hurts, my leg hurts, my hand hurts, and my toe is bleeding a bit. I also seem to have punched myself in the stomach
or something on the way down, I'm not even sure on that, but it hurts there too.

Still, if I had no choice but to repeat one of those two experiences, I would not choose Turba.. Passes itself off as a farm game,
when in reality, it's a knockoff of something like zoo tycoon, but with domesticated farm animals. I've requested a refund.. I had
this game on my phone first. I love this, its a blast. i also paintball in real life as well.. It's "fun" the way a Skinner box is "fun."

The goal of the game is to rach level 101. You do this by managing sliders that control the percentage of effort going into
resources, recruitment, construction, and army. The game itself consists of that plus clicking Start Day\/End Day ad nauseum.
Occasionally there are fights where you get attacked and can choose to defend yourself or retreat. This seems entertaining at
first but the fights are heavily RNG based to the point that around Lvl 20, ca rounding error WILL get you one-shotted on a
regular basis. If you win the fight you get a small amount of gold for buying upgrades. If you lose your population resets to 0
and you go down a level. If you retreat, which you can ALWAYS do, there are really no tangible consequences.

To beat the game: Set builders\/army to 0, put everything into resources\/population development, retreat from every battle, and
dump all of the gold you get from leveling into Town bonuses. Hit Start Day -> Retreat -> End Day on repeat for 10-20min. Be
greeted by bland "Congratulations! You won!" screen. There, I just saved you $0.50 and an hour of your life.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this "game.". Pretty damn cool man, catchy music.
this needs to be a mobile game too.. As someone already said in the forum section: WOW!

If you like sandboxy space games you should give this little gem a try, why?

Simple reason is that it looks nice, it plays nice, it sounds nice and it costs... nice. :)

The Dev (yes it's just one person) is extremely active, responsive and with an amazing attitude, and that's something not always
easy to find.

It clearly is a "love letter" to old space sims as the description states, just do not expect a flight sim, this is not Elite or Privateer,
this is Star Nomad, a fun arcade space sandbox.. Game is much upgraded according to LS13, and the patch before release say
that the game, even bugged, will be polished by GIANTS and not ever left alone. I think they'll fix most of the bugs after release
of the console version, I think they're now focused on it. Making easier modding is big + for GIANTS, it will allow other
players to make ever more and even better things for LS15.

New graphics engine, with polished psyhics is what we all needed. The game also plays smoothier on most of PCs. All say there
are some problems with starting(like black-white bug etc.), but it's not GIANTS problem, it's your problem, players! I had same
on my old(8+ yr) laptop, but I went to Farming Simulator page, there's a nice FAQ with solution for most of the problems. They
said to upgrade graphics card drivers, and I did it, and it worked! The game on this laptop plays smoothier than LS13, even on
medium 1220x900.

Thank you developers!
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